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hm107c table with hm86a4 and f4 chairs and hm51a1 cube

hm107 Quiet Surfaces

Since studying furniture and product design 
at Nottingham Trent University and exhibiting 
his first designs at the Milan Salone in 2005, 
Magnus Long has rapidly gained recognition as 
one of London’s most accomplished designers. 
Having co-founded the prolific and award-
winning design collective Viable London, he 
formally established his own practice in 2012 to 
design furniture and products that are ‘positive, 
understandable and relevant to their audience’ 
for both contract and domestic markets. He is 
an associate lecturer at Central Saint Martins 
University.

Available with three table top lengths and in 
two heights - a dining height and high-working/
standing

Bespoke sizes and finishes are available, 
including raw, lacquered steel.

For more information, click here.

Magnus Long’s hm107 Quiet Surfaces 
collection of tables can be used with his hm106 
Quiet Seating to form banquette and canteen 
seating, as well as being suitable for meeting 
rooms and office spaces. With their cantilevered 
ends and looping under frames, the collections 
beautifully mirror each other’s proportions.

The ‘quiet’ design can create a discreet addition 
to a space, leaving a feeling of calm - reflected 
in the design’s symmetry.

https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/designer/magnus-long/
https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/product_ranges/hm107-quiet-surfaces/


hm107d high table with hm58j and k barstools



hm107b bamboo table with hm106a bench



hm107c with hm106c benches in laquered raw steel



hm107c table with hm58g oak 4-leg chairs



hm107c table with hm58b polished copper 
4-leg chairs



hm107c table with hm58a stacking chairs in laquered raw steel



hm107 Quiet Surfaces

design: Magnus Long
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Showroom
2nd floor
12 Greenhill Rents
London EC1M 6BN

Factory and HQ
Alma House
301 Alma Road
Enfield EN3 7BB

T +44 (0)20 8443 2616
E sales@hitchmylius.co.uk
visit hitchmylius.co.uk
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